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INTERNAL-LIQUID-FILI$f-COOIJNG EXPERIMENTS WITH AIR-STREAM TEIIPERATURES
TO 2000° F IN 2- AN) 4-INCH-DIAMETER HORIZONTAL TUBES ‘

By GEORGE R. KINNEY, ANDREW B. ABEAMSON,and JOHN L. SLOOP

SUMhlARY

.-h irwestigation uw conducted to determine the ejeetirene.w
of [iqui,d+mding~lrn.s on the inner su.#ace8of tube8 containing
jlaring hot air. Experiments were made in i?- aI@ .&ineh-
diameter straight metal tube8 with air flows at temperature
from 600° to 2000° F and diameter Reynolds numbers from
$J~ ~ 14~~oJ. TheJilm coolant, water, was ;injectedaround
the circumference at a single am”alposition on the tubes atjiow
rate8from 0.02 to 0-%$pound per secondperfoot of tube m“reum-
ference (0.8 io 12 percent of the,air$ow).

J%uai obw.r@iona of tiquid-$lm JOWSwere rnude in trans-
parent tubes at $OW conditioIM similar to tho8e of the @lm-
cooling ezperim~nts. The visual experiments were conducted
tm”thair $ouY8at temperature of 80° and 800° F and diameter
Reyno/.d8 numbers from .$.i to 99XIP. flow$ of unztw,
waterdetergeni whdiom, and aqueous ethylene glycol 8olutione
(which wried ri8cow@and surface tenm”on)were instigated.

Liquid<oolantjilnw were established and maintained around
and along the tube UUUin cocurrent$ow m“ththe hot air. The
tube wall UV8kept below the boiling temperature of the coolant
ocer the surface8 coreredby liquid coolant; little additional cool-
ing of the tube wm obtained downstream oj the poini at which
d @uid UX18 raporiad. Cooia.nt~[m8 were reiatireiy smooth
unless the coolant$OW wa8 Suficientiy high 80 that the liquid
Jim WU.Sthick enough to enter the region where turbulent forceg
predominate o-twrmscini8 forces; wwelike disturbanee8 then
dereloped on the liquid @m. These disturbances resu(ted in
increased 1o88of coolantfrom theJiltn and reduced effeciitwnew
oj the coolant. Predictions codd be made of the approximate
highest cootunt$ow which could be introduced at a single am-al
position in the tube~ toform a liquti$hn without the effectire-
nesa qf the coolant being reduced by the formation of dk@rb-
arice%. The re8ult8indkated that, in order tojilm cool a pure-n
wrface area un”thas littk coolantBOW as possible, it mq be
nwwsa~ to limit the jlow of coolant introduced at any Agle
axial po8i.tion and to introduce it at 8e~eralarid positions.

Thejlow rate oj inert coohnt required to mairdain liquid-$hn
cooling orer a @“tenarea of tube surface can be e8timated when
the gas--m conditions are known by meaw of a generalized
plot of t.b filrn-cooling data.

INTRODUCTION

Combustion chambe~ and ducts which are subjected to
txtreme]y high heat transfer from flowing hot gases may be
difficult to cool by the conventiomd method of circuiting

a fluid over the outer sukfaces of the WWS. Other met+ds of
cooling may be used as, for example, sweat coolirg, where the
duct wdl is made of a porous material and the oooling fluidjs
forced through thewallin the opposite direction to theheat flow.
Another approach is to give the inner surface of the duct
some form of protection, which prevents most of the heat
from reaching it. This protect-ion may be in the form of a
coating or Iiner of a h@-temperatur*resistant insulator, or
the surface may be covered with a Iayer of coolhg fluid
which absorbs the heat (internal-film cooling).
- Investigations of sweat cool@ with gases flowing through
porous walls are reported in references 1 to 6, h which the~
retical and experimental data indicate the amount of gaseous
coolant required to maintain a porous vmJ.I at a given tem-
perature for known gas-stream conditions Th13 use of
sweat cooling in appIicatioDs where the coolant flow must
be vd controlled and must vary throughout the walls to be
cooled (such as in a rocket engine) has been limited because
of MEculty in fabricating porous waIIs to meet the requir&-
ments.

The use of high-temperature-resisting materials to reduce
the heat flow into meket-engine WIIS is described in references
1 and 7. This method has been used successfully with rocket
engines operat”~ for short durations without cooling and
on other rocket engines to reduce the amount of external
cooling required.

Large reductions in over-tall heat. transfer to rocket-engine
walls have been obtained by int ernal-~m cooling with the
use of relatively small quantities of liquid coolant (references
8 and 9). bmdgations concerned with =tabIishing liquid-
coohg films for rocket engines are described in referencw 1
and 10. Liquids are more effect ive than gases as internal-
fihn coohmts because of their higher heat-absorption capacity
(including heat of vaporization) and because Iess turbulent
mixing of the cooIant with the hot .- stream occurs with a
Iiquid fiIm than with a gas.

A schematic representation of a Iiquid-coolii film vapor-
izing in an air stream is shown in figure 1. Heat is trms-
ferred from the hot air stream to the coolant tllm, eindz
siniuIt aneously, mass transfer from the coolant to the air
oc!curs as the coolant vaporizes. Experimented inwatigat im

of the simultaneous transfer of heat and mass has been
lim@l” to gas+trea.m temperatures and Reynolds numbem-”
much lower than ant icipated for film-cooling applications.
Reference 11 gives the results of such experiments with low
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temperatures, and the data are correlated by means of mass-
transfer equations. With higher gas+tream temperatures
it becomes difficult to measure liquid surface temperatures
with sufficien~ accuracy to correlate experimental data by
mass-transfer considerations; data of reference 12 on the
vaporization of liquid drops in air streams to 900° F were
correlated by heat-transfer equations.

Because detailed information is needed on the mechanism
of in Lernal-liquid-film cooling, an investigation was conducted”
at the NACA’ Lewis Laboratory with a gasoline-air burner as
a source of hot gas. TIM experiments were conducted to:
(1) study the mechanism of internal-liquid-film coolii;
(2) determine the effects of coolant flow, gas flow, gak tempera-
ture, and tube diameter on fihn-cooled area; and (3) general-
ize the data in a form convenient for predicting the rate of
cooIant flow required to COOIa given area of duct when tho
gas-stream conditions are known.

The film-coobg experiments were conducted in 2- and
4-inchdiamckr tubes with air flows at temperatures from
600° to 2000° F and diameter ReynoIdi’ numb& ”from”2.2 to
14x 105. The cooIant, water, was injected at a single axial
position on the tube at flow rates from 0.02 to 0.24 pound
per second per foot of tube circumference (0.8 to 12 percent
of the gas flow). The length of tube cooIed by liquid coolant
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WSSIdetermined by means of Llwrmocouplcs on the tttbc
outer stifaee. The data were analyzed witlI lwat-trtmsfw
equations.

The experiments vrcrc limited LOgas tompcratures up tb
20000 F..for simplification of apparaLus and instrumentation.
Although higher gas kunperatures are .encounterod with mosL
practicrd a~pIications of film cooling, t.hc investigation at “
Iow gas temperatures should provide a foundation for furlher
inves~iatiogs with higher gas tcmpcraturcs and should acL
as a. guide for correlating data from various prrwt.ica~
applications.

In “order to aid in thu iuterprctation of Lhc film-cooling
data, ”a visual investigation of the flow charact.orist.ies of
liquid fiIms, such as occur with film cooIing, was conducted. . .
References 13 and 14 report reIatcd investigations of cocur-
rent liquid-gas flow; however, the relative flow rates were
not in the range cncount.ercd in film-cooling applications,
The experiments reported herein were conducted wiLh air
flows at t.cmporaturcs of 80° and 800° F and diameter
Reynolds numbers from 4.1 LO29 X 10S,and liquid flows from
0.027 to 0.270 pound per second per foot of tube circum-
ference (0,3 to 21 percent of tho air flows). Flows of water,
water-detergent soIutions, and aqueous et.hyhme glycol solu-
tions (which varied surface tension and viscosity) were
investigated. Visual observations were made of the flowing
liquids with the aid of strolmscopio hghL. Photographs and
high-speed motion pictures of the flows were obtained.

APPARATUS

FLOW SYST.EM

The flow system (fig. 2) was the samo for aII of tho wvpcri- .
ments: ~cept for the test sections. E consistad csscntidly
of three parts: (1) source of air at a uniform temperature,
(2) twt section, and (3) expansion and exhaust system. The
air source consisted of Lhe air supply at a prassure of 40
pounds per square inch gage, a surge chamber, a jet-cnghm
combustor, a mixing section containing mixing Idles, rmd a
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calming chamber 12 inches in diameter. ‘TMt sections of
2- and 4-inch diameter were used. Th~y consisted qf an
InconeI approach section 40 inches long, a coolant injectm-,
tinfl a film-cooled or transparent. tube 48 inches ~org. -The
exhaust section contained a series of water spra~w to queneh
hot air; thisi section rim connected to the laboratory exhaust
system. h e.xpamion beIlows instaIled downstream of the
ed~austquencbing spra~w allowed for expansion of the
apprwatus when the 4-inchdiameter film-cooled t ubes were
used; the 2-inch4iameter film-cooled tube and the t&ms-
parent tubes fit ted into packed hoosinga ta allow for expan-
sion of the apparatus.

COOLANT-lNJECTIOX SYSTEM

The coolant-injection system consisted of a supply reeer-
voir, filters, a positive&placement pump, adjustable
pressure regulators (which controlled flow), rotameters, and
molant injectors.

~or most of the fi~m-cooling experiments and aII the
visual-flow experiments, porous-surface coolant injectors

(fig. 3(a)) were osed. There were twg such injectom of
similar construction, one for the 2-inch and one for the 4-inch
test section. They consisted of a metal ring with slots dkd
into the inner surfnce about the circumference. The 2- and
4-inc&diameter coolant. injectors had 60 and 90 slots, respec-
tively. Holes 0.0L3 inch in diameter were drilled through
the ring into each of the slots. J$ housing, which provided
a supply annulus for the coolant, fitted over the r~u. The
small hoks metered the flow into each sIot, thus providing a
uniform distribution of the flow about the circumference.
The slots and the pomw+cloth liner spread the coolant flow
over n hinge area at a low velocity. h the liner was Tery
porous (36 mxsh), it did not restrict the flow but provided a
surface onto which the coolant flowed. The air flow over
the surface of the injector carried the cooIant downstream
along the inner surfaces of the tub=.

The remainder of the heat-transfer experiments -were con-
ducted with the jet-typ~ coolant injector shown in fig-
ure 3(b). It consisted of a lmass ring through which 60 holes
were driied 0.013 inch in diameter equally spa&d around
the circumference at an angle of 45° to the axis of the ring.
A stainless-steel splash ring was fitted into the brass ring;
a housing, which provided a supply annulus for the cooIant,
fitted over the bra% ring. The spkish ring directed the
flow of the coolant- downstream and against tlm surface of
the duct; its spacing did not control the coolant flow. The
splash ring Mocked 5 percent of the gas-flow area.

FIL.M.COOLED TUBES

Tbe heat-transfer experiments were conducted with three
different lnconel tubes; each had a ,&iich wall and was M
inches long. Two of them were semnkss tubes with honed
inner surfaces and are designated as smooth+mrface tubes;
one had a 2-inch and the other a 4-inch inAde diameter.
The third, designated as the rough+urfac.e tube, was a
4-iuch-inside-diameter rolled tube with a longitudinal weld.
Although the inside surfaca of this tube was machined after
welding, some surface roughnw and waviness remained.
The inner surfaco of the rough+m.rface tube was also inter-

rupted by three proj acting prwnme probes spaced along the
length of the tube and 12 holes used for measuring static
pressures. The heat loss from the tubes was too small to .
affect the heat-transfer results.

The visuid experiments were cimducted with a 4-inch pyrex ‘--
tube and a 4-inch- and a 2-inch-diameter plastic tube
(methyl methacryIate). All tubes were 48 inches Iopg and ,= _
,~ inch thick and were seaIed to an aIuminti adapter by
means of a flange; the adapter was sealed to the liquid”- “~
injector. The o@r end of tlw tubes fitted into expansion “ ‘“
slip joints.

~M COOLANTS

Water was used as the fdm cooIant for all the heat-transfer
experiments. For the tiual experiments, a detergent was
used to change the surface tension, and ethylene glyd, to
change the ticosity,- Table I lists some properties of the
liquids used. The pressure in the test sectio~varied for the
different conditions of the heat-transfer experiments, which
resulted in a variation in the boiling temperature of the water
of appro.ximat eIy 20° F; the average boiling temperature wti—
240° F.

IXSTRUMEXI!A’ITON

FIow rate, —Air flows were measured within 2 percent by
means of ori6ces and a differential water manometer..
Coolant flows were measured within 1 to 4 percent by means
of rotameters.

Ressure,-The static pr-ure of the air stream was
measured during the heat-transfer experiments in the
approach section 3 inches upstream of the coolant injector by
means of a mercury rna.nomet er. The measurements Mere’
used to determine approximate air densities and “velocities at
this position and to approximate the boiling temperature of
the coolant in the film-cooled tube.

Temperature.-Air temperature were measured by mea~”
of chromel-ahunel thermocouples and a self-balancing poten-
tiometm. Rakes containing 20 thermocouples were Iocated
in the caln@ section and a ra&e with four thermocouples for
the &inch test section, “and with one thermocouple for the
2-inch test section, was placed in the approach section 3
inches upstream of the coolant injector. The estimated
accuracy of air-temperature measurements varied from + 10°”
at SO”F to +25U at. 2000° F. These values weze determined
from a consideration of instrument accuracy, v&re”calibration,
radiation and conduction hmt losses, and fluctuations of the
air+tream temperature during runs. The rem-ray factor”.
for the thermocoupks located in the approach section (whw~
the Mach numbers were from 0.5 to 0.7) was of the order of
0.9; this recovery factor was obtained from a comparison of
the thermocouple readings in the approach section with
those in the calming section (where Mach numbers were
beIow 0.1). Because the recovery factor was high, the total
temperatures as measured by thermocouples in the approaoh
seotion were used; the ditlerences between the t~mperatures
used and the temperatures obtahed by co&eting on the
basis of reecwery factor were less than 1 percent.

WalI temperatures on the Inconel tubes were me,psurid by
means of chromel-ahunel thernyocouples and a recording
potentiometer. The thermocouples, which were welded to
the outar surfwe of the tubes, were spaced a~ong the length
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of the tubes at eight positions around the circumference of
the 4-inch tubes (table .11) and four positions around the
circumference of the !l-inch tube (tabIe 111). ‘iTaII tempera-
tures were measured by these thermocouples within +10° F.
Elquid temperature was measured within +5° F by means
of a thermocouple in the supply annulus of the injector.

Liqnid-ilow disturbance, --A stroboscopic light was placed
on one side facing the transparent tube and observations of
the liquid film vwe made looking into the tube from the
opposite side. The timing of the stroboscopic Iight was

adjusted for optimum visual clarity of disturbances on the
liquid tihn.

Shadowgmph pictures of the liquid film were obtained with
the aid of a microflash light source on one side of the trans-
parent tube, suitable condensing lenses, and a camera on the
opposite side of the tube. The camera was focused on the
liquid-film surface nearer to it. High+peed motion pictures
of t-he liquid flow were obtained using floodlamps on one side
of the transparent tube and a high+peed camera on the
opposite side. The high+peed camera reachtxl a speed of
2000 frames per second and a timing mark -was imposed on
the fdm at l/1000 +econd intervals.

PROCEDURE

The operating procedure wmsisted in setting the coolant
flow, the air flow, and the air temperature at desired values;
allowing a few minutes for conditions to stabiIize; and re-
cording the data. The air-flow rate was controlled by a
throttling vabre in the supply line ahead of the surge tank
(fig. 2). The exhaust preesure -was maintained nearly con-
stant; therefore, the pressure in the test section varied with
the air flow and the temperature. The operating conditions
covered the foIlowing ranges:
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These conditions give the following values for the air
stream in the approach section 3 inches upstream of the
coolant injector:

i ‘%%’&:”’’’’’’’’=”=’~1:~~1Ah m= vebeft~, Ib/(se@ (#Jft)-------
Ab relodty, w------------------------

Values of specific” heat for air were obtained from reference
15 and values of thmnal conductivity and viscosity for air
were obtained from reference 16. Experimental values of
Pra.ndtl number and SchmMt number vary only slightly for
the temperature range.

In the visual experiments, the nature of the liquid-61m

,
surface, which changed from relatively smooth to wavelike
in appearance with increasing liquid flow, was “observed ‘-
over the range of conditions independently by two observ-ers
by means of a stroboscopic light. The agreement bet.wie~
observers on liquid flows for the transition from smooth “~o— _.
disturbed surface was within 10 perrent and an average of
their results was used. As a check on visuaI observations> ~_.<
shadowgmph and h~h-speed motion pictures were taken of
the liquid film for various flow conditions. ‘

-—
.

RESULTS OF HEAT-TRANSFER EXPERIMENTS
LIQUID-COOLED LENGTH

CooIing effectiveness was determimd by plotting the WEW
temperatures of the film-ceded tube as a function of distance ‘.:
from the point of coolant injection. A typical plot, from a——
run with the 4-inch tube, is&own “mfigure’4. The tube-wall
temperature remains below the boiLing temperature of t~—
coolant (water) for about. 19 inches downstream of coolant ‘--—
injection, rises to the boiling temperature, and then rises .—
rapidly, approaching a -ralue near the stagnation temperature
of the air-coolant vapor mixture. The liquid-cooled length L -‘-
(fig. 4) is determined from an average of the distances for.
which the wall remained below the boibg t emperat ure of the
coolant at the eight. circumferential positions. Siar __
plots were obtained for the 2-inch tube, and the Liquid-cooled
length was determined from an average of four circumferen-’ -
tial positions. For the 4-inch tubes, the agreement of the - ~~
liquid-cooled length for the eight circumferential positions”
was w-ithin 10 to 15 percent; at -rery low coolant flows
greater variation occurred. For the 2-inch tube, evm- “‘-
distribution of the coolant. was more dficult to achiev~;

—-

agreement of liquid+uoled Iength for the different positions -
vras gener@ within 25 percent, but in many cases one
of the four positions would differ from the others by as ._ .
much as 40 percent.

. .— --

The ,ei?ect of gravity, which tends to decrease the pro-
portionate film thick&ss in the upper portiom” of the hofi-- -
zontal tube, rmuh.ing in sho~t er liquid-cooled lengths there,
was observable in the data of the Mnch tube but not in the”-
4-inch tubes. In the 2-inch tuhej liquid+o&d lengths in
the upper portion were from 5 to !20 percent shorter than
those in the lower portion. No trends in the magnitude
of the gravity effect were noticeable with the diflerent @r and
coolant flows iuveatigat cd., Gravity effeots i-ere not of
sufficient ma~titude in any of the tubes to afFect the trends
observed in& cooling.

Carbon deposition on film-cooled tube.—Each time a ruii-’”
was made, carbon was deposited around the tube immediately.
downstream of where liquid coolant ceased for a distance
of about Y inch. Carbon did not form on the surface . .
co-rered by the Iiquid film nor farther downstream where the
surface became hotter. These deposits disrupt a liquid film
and thereby reduce cooling effect iveness; the rate of carbon_
deposition and the resulting effect wtie consiArab&greiiter -
in the Mnch tube than in the 4-inch t ubex. For this reason
alI the experirgents in the 2-iich tube were made so that the -
liquid-cooled Length for each succeeding run was les than
on the previous run. Aft er each running period, it was
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ncceasary to remove and clean the tulm of carbon deposits
before fdther running at long Jiquki-cooled lengths couId
be made. MOSL of the experiments in the 4-inch tubes
were also made by means of this procedure; for the other
experiments the carbon deposition was not great enough
LOreduce liquid-cooled lengths more than a few percent.

Reproducibility of results .—Consideration of 12 difFerent
runs with the 4-inch smooth-surface Lube showed that
reproducibility of liquid-cookd. length at the same experi-
mental conditions was within 5 percent; reproducibility
with the 2-inch smooth-surface tube was within 5 percent
for six runs, but variations of 15 percent wero obtainod with
three others. The reaeon for the large variations with
some of the runs with the 2-ir+ch tube was attributed to small
changes in alinemen~ between coolant injector and tube
when the apparatus was reassembled after cleaning. In
some caees this would result in a disturbance of the flm
and hence less cooling. Reproducibility with the 4-inch
rough-surface tube was within 8 percent for 17 runs; varia-
tions as high as 14 percent were obtained with three other
runs.

EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL VAEUASLES ON LIQUID-COOLED LENGTH

In the heat-transfer experiments, data on Iiquid-oookd
length were obtained for independent variations of air
temperature, air-maw wdooity, coolant flow, tube diameter,
and injeetion method.
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Air temperature and mass velocity,–-The effect of air
temperature and mass veloeity is shown in figure 5, where
liquid+ooled length is plotted as a function of the difhmmcc
betwccm air-stream and coolant-film surfpce tanpcratures
(Tg.-T,) for various air-mass velocities. As would bo
expooted, the liquid-film-cooled length decreases with .
either an increase in temperature differcnc.e or increase in
mass velocity.
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(al smcath-sdlm tube of 4-Iucbdiametef.

(b) ~mooth~fice tube of %frwhdlamcter,

Coolant flow and tube diameter.-AnaIysis of ‘the data
with two M&rent tube diameters indicated-that the ratio of
coolant ffow to tube circumference, which is an index of
ooohmt-tllm thickness, was an independent wwiable. Fiie
6 shows Iiquid-film<ookd length plotted against this ratio
(coolant, flow per circumferential length) for various air-
stream conditions. Data in the +lX.nchsmooth-surface tube
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are shown in lignre 6(a) for three different air temperatures
with appro.ximat ely the same air-mass velocity and for three
different air-mass velocities with t-he same air Temperature. -
For earh of the different air+tream conditions, the relation “-”-~
between the liquid-cooled length and the coolant flow per
circumferential length is nordinear and shows the same
trends. The cooling effectiveness of, a given rate of cookn

..—_

flow is greatest at the lower coolant flows, decrease appre-
ciably in the range of molanL flow. between 0.05 and 0.09 ,~-,
pound per second per foot, and does not change greatly at ~
the higher flows.

Data in the Mnch tube arc shown in fi=we 6(b]. Each “.:
of the curves shows the same trends, tmd the Imge decrease----
in cooliig effectiven- occurs hi the same region of coolank
flow per circumferential lengt.h as the data of figure 6(a)U~--
Data in the 4-inch rough-surface tube are shown in figure
6(c), and the curves show the same trends as those with the _.V.
smooth-surface tubes. The reason for this nonlinear effect .
was found, from the viad experiments, to be the formation ,.=.-
of wavehke disturbances on the film surfuce with increas&
coolant flow and wilI be discussed. —-.

Coolant-injeotion methods. —~gure 7 shows a comparison
of data obtained tit h the porous+urface and jet-type injec-
tors; liquid<ookd Iength is plotted as a function of coolant __
How per circumferential Iength for const rmt gas+tream con-
ditions. The data show that no significant difference in the
amount of cooling w-asobt ained with the two different coolant
injecto~. With both injectors the coohmt was introduced.
in such a manner as to keep it on the wall and to prevent
penetration of the liquid into the gas so that th~ liquid fihh -
could be formed without unnecessary loss of coolant at the
injector. The data in @re 7 were obtained with deposits
on the inner surface of the rough-surface tube which had ----
been formed during previous experiments and had not been

.- .-
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IWIIOVCd and tlwroforc are not consist cnt with the other
data obtained with the rough-surface tube. The data are
useful for the comptiriscn of coolant injectors because all
values were obttiincd with thc tube surface in the s~me
condition.

RESULTS OF VISUAL FLOW EXPERIMENTS

VELOCITY ANIi THICKNESS OF LIQUID FILMS

‘1’hc liquid films established on the inner surfnce of the
tubes were found in the visual experiments to be very thin
for the range of test conditions. Computed values of the
liquid-fin thickness were from 0.005 to 0.0005 inch ~vith
corresponding surfme mdocities of the liquid film from 10 to
35 feet per second. The symbols and the method used for
calculating the liquid-film thickness or velocity arc given in
a ppmdixes A and B, respectively. The velocities of the
disturbances observed on the fihn surface were measured
from the high-speed motion pictures taken at wwious con-
diticms. These vahlcs. agreed ftivoral)ly with the calculated
surface velocity of tlm Liquid fHm for the same conditions.

Experimentally dctcrmind velocities of suxfacc disturb-
anew and corresponding thicknesses of liquid films me shown
in the following ttible:

I waterflow
(W(w)(ftl) i

““h”:~:Reyrroldenumber

11.8XIIY

%3.FIX108 L::-.-l==l++%+”
[. 1 . . . I.,.l, . - J.:.—

.
, horiioritid tubes, ti& not (iiscergihie Yisutdly-; its ma~iill;lc
&d e@e”@shave k&I” ~iscu~cd previously.

. .
..DE+CRIPT$ON OF WATER-FILM IMSTURB&NCRS

..

Obe&ations, wit~~ the Rid of stroboscopic light., of wtitw;
@ on” t~e ti~side surface of transpwmt tubes rcvmdcd
changes in the appearance of the flow for different water
flows. ,WitJ constant air-stream conditions, the lvater flow.
a.ppem+d: .essentiaIIy synooth nt low water flows; Whcrms
there were disturbances htl”ving the appet-tranco of wuvcs on
the wa@r surface at highw water flows. The chungc in the
appear$:cc of the Iyater flow occurred grwiually as the water
flow inc.r&wd; figure 8 shows ebadowgmph picLurcs of the
flow f~r, ,jncre.acing water flows. ‘llc photogrtiphs nrg
arririgcd to. slim’ three regions involved in t.@ chmging
appciiin’ci of the water flow as the flow ipcrcascs: (1) smooth
flow (no appreciable clisturbance), (2) transition from srmdl
truces 0$ disturbance to upprcciable tmd consistent. cdcady
vi&blc disturbances, and (3) increasing number and magni-
tude of disturbances. Although there was a gradual chtingo
from undisturbed to disturbed flow, liquid flows tlmt ddlnc
the transition region at given flow conditions could l)o deter-’
min~d by two or more observers with good ngrcrmen t. Tho
degree of disturbance continues to incrcmc with iucrcmed
liquid flow afhw the transition region.

.
RFFECT OF FLOW VARIABLRS ON LfQUIIMVLM CHARACTERISTICS

Experiments were conducted to detmrminc t-he effect of
several -rariabks on the values of liquid fiow per circum-
ferential length over which Lhc flow transition occurred and
on the appearance “of the surface. The wwiablcs invcsti-
gatcd were air-mass velociLy (or Rcynokls numbcr)j cube
diameter, air tempcrat.ure, liquid viscosity, and liquid
surface” tension. The values of liquid flow pcr c.ircunl-
ferential length defining the transition region for the diffwcnL
flow conditions are given in Lal.des IV and V.

Effect of air-mass velocity,—The liquid flows defining tho
transition region with water arc given in Lablc IV for diffmmt
air-mass velocities at unibient tempwnturc with the aid of
three difYerent transparent t.ubcs. The water flows per
circumferential length over which Lhc flow Wmsition occurred
did not change appreciably over the air-mrtss velocity (or
Reynolds number) range. The disturbances had differcnL
appearances at the various air-mass vclocitics, being smrdhw
and more numerous at the higher air-mass velocitiw. ii
cornpari~oq.~eti~ec~~. the .pyrcx and clear phtstic tubw (table
IV) “shop’~, tJat the transition region for the plastic tubo
starts a!” ~,flow about 25 pc.rccnt lower thun thut. for tho
pyrcx tubti. Both tuke surfaces were csscntially smooth;
the diffc~~ncc ,was ppbably dlle to different surface chtirac-
teristica of-the materials,

E-ffgct of”iube diameter,- -TIw transition region for several..
ttir-ma=~~-~oci(i= (or Reynolds numbers) with 2- and 4-inch-
diameter pfastic “tubes is ~ko shown in table IV. The
results shoiv no appreciable clifference in the tmnsit.ion region

The effect of m-avitv on the liauid fikn, which t.mds to
decrease the fih~l thi&ess in tile upper portion of the !

~ (liquid flow pm circumferential length) for t.hc Lwo tube
diameters, and the dis~urbanecs had the sttme appmrance
for corresponding air-mass velocities.

..

,.

.—
.-
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v .

(a)

●

(b)
[a) C Imrplutlctuk of 4-inch diameter; alr temperature, SO” F: nlr-etmamReynoIds

numk, I1.SX1O*;watw Sow, 0,093pcmndpm secondper hot.

(b] Pyrex tube of &inch dfmneter; P.frtempwetzue, SMP F; aIr+trenm Regnokh number,
6J3X10~;writer flow, O.lXJwnnd per secondper foot.

F1au~ 9.-Skn&wamphe of water Slrns vrfth recurrent e.lr f’Iow Ih borfzonti tube st
dlflerent atr Cemueratures.

Effect of air temperature.—Signiflcant information on tho
effecL of air temperature on t~e transition region could not
be obtained because water-flow rates. in this region were too
smaIl to form a liquid film along Lhe entire length of the

tuk at high air temperature md tJIIIs prevent overheating
of the tube.

Howawr, the cffecLof”tmnperature on tho flow clisturlmnccs
ncc.ompmying high rates of watw flow wns observed. ror
exarnple, fi=gpme9 shows shtidowgraph pictl ms of Lhc vmter
flow for air temperatures of 80° and SOOO1? for L1.tcsame air
flow, Tho pictures indicate, m did visual observations, that
the clis~url.mnces had the samo appearance at Lhe difhrent
air-stream tempmattmx3; apparently there is no lmiliug
or approeiablo e’ffecL on the liquid-film surfaco duo to
vaporization.

Effect of liquid viscosity i-Variut.ion of liquid viscosity
and surface teneion was obtained by using water, wctt.cr—
ethylene glycol solutions, and wat o.r-detergent solutions at
constant hm~pwatures, The projywtics of t.hc solutions t.hot
were used arc listed in table 1.

Tho liquid-flow diaturbtinces with aqueous gIycol soIut,ions
were Im wavelike in appcrmmtw, smaller .in size, find ICSS
distinct with inmcased viscosity. Definition of n t.rtmsiLion
region, ~q obtained with \vatcr, was diffhmlt bec~usc of tho
gradual development of thu disturbances with incremed
liquid flow. However, as viscosity was increased, higher
liquid flows were required before approciab]e disturhanms
were observed,

Effect of surface tension,–-In Lrtblc V me. shown ~.nincrease
in the liquid flows for thu starL of the transition region and
an incrcaso in the magniLude of the transition-flow region
for decreases in liquid surface tmsion. The transition
region for the 0.095-percent dctcrgcnt solution (surfaco
tension, 50 percent of thaL for watm) starts aL a liquid now
about 20 percent higher than that for waLer, and the mqy~i-
tude of th~ transition flow region is about twico M large as
that for. water. The physical characteristics of the flow of
water-detergent solutions wore essentially Lhc same m ob-
served with waLcr mcopt when Lhc dctwgcnt conccnt.ration
was sufficient Lo rcduco tlm surface tension. below approxi-
mately ono hulf that. of water. Then Lhc following liquid-
flow chmacteristica were observed: (1) M low liquid flows,
small areas. of r&lghened surfaco appmrcd; and (2) as the
liquid flo~y was incresmd, the distmbance-s became moro
numerous and int cnsc, covering the entire surface. The
distmrhmccs, however, did not btive the wavelilw appmiwnco
thab was observed with water.

If ELATION BETWEEN DISTURBANCES AND FLOW COND1TIONS

By analysis, the surface disLurhmces or turbulence of the
liquid film was found LOoriginate when the liquid flhn was
thick enough to entmr Lhe flow region where turl.dent forces
predominate over visecms forces. Plots of the gcncralizcd
velocity distribution for fuIIy developed flow iu smooth
tubes, as given in references 17 and 18, arc shown in figure
10, and this distribution is assumed applicrddc to Lhc liquid
fib. The flow regions where the viscous or turbuhmL foroes
predominate. are defined by the value of the wall-distanco
parameter y+. Viscous forcm predominate in Lho himinnr
Iaycr (y+<3); turbulent forces, in the turbuknt coro
(#+>30); and both laminar and turldent. forces two present in
the intermediate region (3<y+<30) (references J7 and 18).
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For the purposes of this investigation, it is convenient to
place the results in terms of w+, a flow-rate parameter,
because the flow of the liquid was measured for each run.
This flow--rate parameter, which is the integral of the c’urve
of u+ against y+ (fig. 10), is derived in appenclk B.

Values of the flow-rate pmamet er w+ were caIcuIat ed for
the” median Iiquid flows definii the transition region as
listed in tables Iv and V ;.the viscosity of the liquids at. 80° F
(temperature when introduced into tube) was used. The
corresponding wdues of y+ were obtained from figure 11,
which is a graphical integration of the curve of figure 10
for various values of y+ (appmdix Bj. These ~ahws are
plotted on the generalized velocity distribution of figure 10.
The highest und lowest. values of y+ defining the transition
region as obtained from tables IV and V are also shown in
figure 10 by solid lines, and the data indicate that the
observed transit ion region for the various conditions occurred
over the region of W+=50 to w+=150 or y+=12 to y+=21.
ThtI prwi-iously clefine~ flow regions as shown in figure 7
may be associated with figure 10 as follows: At. values of
y+< 12, the liquid film appears relati~-eIy smooth. In the
region 1!?<y+<?l, a surface disturbs.nre developed on the
liquid film. For vaIues of y+>!?l, the disturbance increases
with y+ to the Iiruit of the experimental conditions at- @=8G.
The approximate liquid flow at R-hich the surface disturb-
ances initiaIIy.occur can be obtained with rLflow-rate pwame -
ter w+ of 90, \vhich corresponds to y+= 15.

RELATION BETWEENr HEAT-TRANSFEE DATA AND LIQUID-
FIL}l DISTURBANCES

.~ntilysis of the occurrence of Iiquid-fihn dist urba.nces was
applied to film-cooling heat-tmmsfer resuhs shown in figure 6,
where cooling electiveness is shown as a function of water
flow for different hot-air+tream conditions. J’alues of the
flow-rate parameter to+ ~ere det errniried for water flows
representing medians (indicated by the intersection of the
dashed Iines) over which marked chmges in cooIing effec-
tiveness occurred for each of the curves in figure 6, and which
were suspected to correspond to the initial occurrence of
Iiquid-fihn disturbances. The viscosity of water at 210° F

,
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FIG~ 11.—%rfathm ofdrmensbrdess fbw+ata parameter with wdIdb&inca LW81Wkr.

(estimated a~erage temperature”” o! water ~rn) was us@ ““
yalues for u+ varied between 266 and 448 and the .xm-e-
spending values of y+ as plotted on @ure 10 varied between
30 and 44; these are higher vaIues than obtained for the ,._
transition region from the visual observations. This re-
suit would be expected because of the differences in the two
systems. The &mI resuhs were obtained with ambient- _
gas-stream temperature; thus no appreciable evqpomtion of __
the liquid into the gas stream occurred, and the thicknees.of
the Iiquid film was essenti@Iy constant downstream of the - ‘-”
injection point. In the heat-transfer investigations, how-
e&r, Iiquid -was evaporating from the liquid film and the
thickness decreased along the duct. Thus the two systems
can be compared only at a point where, in the heat-tram~fer
case, no liquid has heen Iost to the gas stream, which would
be the injection point. Foi the visua-I observations where
the thickness of the liquid tim is constant along the duet,
disturbances take pIace aIong the entire duct when the initial---
thickness is sufTLcieut for a surface disturbance to occur.
In the heat-tran@ investigations, however, the thi&n~___
decreas~ along the duct- and this decrease would tend to
stabilize any disturbances of the film surface. Thus for the
same value of y+ and the same initiaI Iiquid flow, the liquid-
fihn surface would be more turbulent i; the visuaI ob&-a- _
tions than in the heat-transfer invest.igatio~. By assuming
the average thickness of the liquid b to be one ha~ t~~ .
initiaI thicknew for the heat-transfer case, the determined
due of y+ is reduced by a factor of 2 (from that for no .. ..
evaporation) and t-he heat-transfer results are in agreement
with the visuaI results. TIw tipproximate flow at which the
effectiveness of water changes in a film-cooling application is
obtained with a flow-rate parameter w+ of 360, which
corresponds to @=37.
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ANALYSIS OF HEAT-TRANSFER DATA

The data were generalized in n form convenient for detcr-
mini ng film-coolant requirements even. though a comp~ete
correlation was Dot obttiined because of the c~I@n~ con-

dition of film-cocdant flow with changes of coolant-flow rate.

COREELATION OF HEAT TRANSFER FOR CONSTANT COOLANT FLOW PER
CIRCUMFERENTIAL LENGTH

In figure 1 is shown a schematic representation of the
liquid film vaporizing in the air stream. Heat is transferred

. .
—

.:”’

,.. .‘

.-

. .

’105 ““ :
.J ..-

from the hot-air stream to the cooIant film and, simultane-
oualy, mas9 transfer from the c.oo~ant to the air occurs as the
coolant vaporizes.

The method used to correlate the data was to cousidcr
heat transfer m the controlling process, and the driving
force or tempt.rature difference was taken bctwmu average
air#ream temperature and the Iiquid surface temperature,
which was approximated by assuming it to be at boiling
temperature, hfass-transfer equations did not provide a
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successful method of relating the data because their use p+ I Nu=a(l?t)’

quired a more accurate d&ermination of liquid surface.
temperature than was feasible.

.iverage heat-transfer coefficients for each run were cal-
culated by the following heat bakmce across the air—coo lant-
vapor fiIm:

~ =~”. WFJ;;(:#;)H”l .
(T.a– ,

(1)

The foIIowing equation correlated the data for constant
ralues of coolant flow per circumferential length:

A more compIete equation for correlating film-cooling data
may aIso include the dimensionless groups Pr, Sc, and kJk,.
These parametefi are not included because they Wei%-.-
essentially constant for the conditions of the. experiments.
The Iat.ter two parameters predicted the effects of diffusion
of ~apor into the gas stream on heat-transfer coefficients for
the data of reference 12.

The A’usseIt number for each run was calculated from the. _
experimental heat-transfer coeflkient, the diameter of the
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tube, and the thermal conductivity of air at the average bulk
temperature of the air stream (7’,, J. Air-stream Reynolds
numbma were calculated for each run by means of tube
diameter, air-mass velocity, and viscosity of air at average
bulk temperature Tg,=.

The log-log plots of ~usselt numbers against Reynolds
numbers for. several different values of coolant flow per
circumferential hmgth arc shown in figure 12. AU the data
shown in figure 12 were obtained with coolant flows large
enough to cause cooling-film disturbances; corre~ation could
not be investigated over a large range of air flows and
temperatures with Iow coolant flows which did not cause film
disturbanccw because, at the high air flows and temperatures
of tho expm-irnents, liquid-cooled lengths were too small to be
accurately measured.

[n figure 12(a) arc shown data obtained in both 2- and
4-inch-diameter smooth-surface tubes at a coolant flow of
0.116 pound per second per foot. of tube circumference, The
slope of tho line drawn for these data is approximately 1.05.
Also shown in figure 12(a) are data in t.ho 2-inch smooth-
surface tube at a coolant flow of 0.093 pound per second per
foot of tube circ.umferencc; aIthough there is coixsiderabIe
scatter, the slope of the line for these data appears to be
approximately the same as that for the data at the other
coolant flow. Comparison of data in the 2-inch tube at two
different coolant flows shows that heat-transfer coefficients
were higher with the higher coolant flow. A conventional
relatio,n for heat transfer from flowing hot gases to tube walls
without film cooling is represented in figure .12(a) by a
dashed line; th8 expwimentaIly determined coefficients for
film cooling are considerably greater.

Data obLaincd in the 4-inch rough-surface Lube tit three

dif~crent coolant flows are presented in figure 12(b). The
alopcs of the lines for the data at each of the different coolant.
flows arc approximately 1.07, and the heat-transfer cQ-
efficids increase with increased coolant flow. A comparison
of data from figures 12(a) and 12(b) shows thut he.at-t.rtmsfcr
coefficients arc approximately 20 percent hiihcr with the
rough-surface tube than with the smooth-surfaco tube.

Data scatter for the. correlations presented in figure 12 is of
the. same order of magnitude m reproduc.ifiility of Iiquid-
COOM length wiLh cwnst al~t, tmt conditions.

GENERALIZEDPLOT OF HEAT-TRAIWFER DATA

l’he da~a of figure 6 shoivcd that the surface area cooled by
a given flow of coolant decreased with increased coolant flow.
Thu viwd experiments indicat cd that the dcc.reased cffect,ive-
ncss of t,h~ coolant resulted from the formation of waveIike.
disturbances on Lhc liquid film. Figure 12 shows that., al-
though the heat transfer from the lML air to the liquid film is
c.orrelatad for constant values of coolanb flow per circunl-
fwent,ial lengtk, Lhe ht!atAransfer coeffkicuts increase with
increased coolant flow pm circ.umferenLial lengLh.

Iu order to gencralizo aII the filn~-cooIing data on a single
plot, the eq~ation for heat transfer plotted in figure 12 was
used. This equation is

.

hD DG,—.
Hk’ a pg

p)

w-here the value of a can be considered ta vary with cooIant
flow per-” circumferential length. The Reynolds number
exponent was taken as unity for ccnwcnicnce because accu-
racy of the data did not permit closer determimtion. Sub-
stituting the equation for heat-transfer coefficient (equa-
tion (1)) in equation (2) and rearranging yield:

W. LkI(T.,a– ‘*) (Re)r
n- II(IM2) (3)

In figure 13(a) is shown this relation plotted for data ob-
tained with the smooth-surface tubes; coolant flow per cir-
cumferential length of t ubc is pIot ted agtiinst liquid-cooled
length and. gas stregm and coolant variabks. l’igurc 13(b)
shows the relation pIotted for data obtained with thu 4-inch
rough-surface tube. A comparison of thu data shown in
figure 13(a) with those in figure 13(b) shows that tho amoun t
of cooling in the rough-surface tube was about 20 percent
Iess than in the smooth-surface tubes. Less cooling was
obtained in the rough-surface tube because surface roughness,

“projections, and holes on the inner surface all tend to disrupt
the Iiquid film and promote loss of coolant from the wall,
Quantitative measures of the effects of surfticg roughness and
of the other surface inttmwpt.ions on the amount of cooling
obtained could not bc ma& because the surface, irrcgulari tics
in the rough-surface tube were not well deflm.d. The curves
of figure 13(a) and 13(b) show the same trends as the curves
of figure 6; cooling effectiveness pm pound flow of cooIant
decreases appreciaI.Jy in the range of whtm flow l.wtmwn 0,05
and 0.09 pound per second pm foot.

DISCUSS1ON

The water flow required ta maiutain Iiquid-filrn cooling
over a desired mea in a smooth-surface straight tube witl~
fuIIy deveIoped, turbulent tiir flows to 2000° F entwing the
tube can he cletermined from figure 13(a). Figmw 13(a) is
aIso useful for estimating film-coolant rcquirmmwts for condi-
tions which huvc not been investigated expurimcwt.ally wncl
for acting as a guide to cmrelate data obttiined from nctmd
applications. “

F.urthcr. research is required to determine the effects on
film-cooIing results of: (1) gas temprmturcs high[~r thun
2000° l?, (2) coolant properticw which aflcwt the flow coucli-
tions of the Iiquid fdm, (3) the mass difllqion fmrn the liquid
fihn, (4) gas-stream pressure, (5) gas-flow conditions difToring
from the welI-controlI.cd conditions of the cxpcrimcnk, (6)
tfie use .of reactive cocknts, and (7) changing contour of the
ffOWduct.

Additional data are. required to determine if gas tempera..
tures g-rcak’r than 2000° F w-ill alter results, as prcdictwl
from figure 13, other than that account.aldc to radiation.
Coolant requirements obtuincd from figure 13 account for the
heat transfwked.from thu hot gas to the liquid film by forced
convection alone and not by radiation to t.hc liquid film or

..
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to the tube. wall; where. the heat traltiferrcd by radiation is
appreciable, additional coolant is required. If the umount of
heat transferred to the tube wall by radiation were large
enough to result in a wall temperature considerably above the
saturation temperature of the coolant, it is possible that
additional coolant wiIl be lost because of the disturbance of
the liquid film caused by the formation of vapor bubbhm under
the film.

Additional data are needed on the effects of coolant
properties. Results predicted from figure 13(a) may differ
from those obtained with coolants having viscosities and
surface tensions considerably different from those of water
on account of the effect of thesa properties on the flow
conditions of the liquid film. The visual flow experiments
showed that the changing flow conditions of the liquid film
with increased values of liquid flow per circumferential
length (evidenced by the occurrence of turbulent or dis-
turbed flow) result in the variation in cooling effactiveness
with increased cooiant flow which can be seen in figure 6.
The experiments also showed that the values of coolant flow
per circumferential length at which disturbed flow begins,
and the nature of the disturbed flow, diiler with the viscosity
and surface tension of the liquid.

Further research is required to investigate the effects of
diffusion of vapor from the liquid film. As discussed prc-
vioualy, the data of reference 12 were correlated by con-
sidering heat transfer as the controlling proce= and the
effects of simultaneous mass cliffusion were predicted by the
pmanwters 8C and k,lk.. Additional experiments with
large changes of coolant and gfw propmties are required to
determine the importance of these parameters in the cast) of
film cooling.

13ffects of gas-strc.am pressure on the evaporation of the
liquid film, other than predicted by the ReyI]ol& number,
should also be investigated by additional experiments.
The variation of pressure occurring in the experiments
reported herein resulted from the method of controlling the
tii.r flow and the temperature; indepc.ndent investigation of
pressure as a variable was not made,

Gas-flow conditions with many applications of film cooling
are considerably different from those of the experiments
reported herein, and large difTwe.nces between the fihn cool-
ing obtained in such cases and that obtained in the experi-
ments are possible. For exa.mplc, in a rocket-engine com-
bustion chtimber, the cflects of the combustion process and
the short length of chamber will not allow conditions approxi-
mating fully developed, turbulent velocity and tempcrnt ure
distributions as with the experiments.

An example is given in appmdix C to illustrate the use of
figure 13(a) for determining fihnwooIant requirements.

Because wavelike disturbances occur on a liquid-cooling
fihn when the coolant flow per circumfercntiul length of the
tube exceeds a certain vshe, and the rcwdt is a decreasa in
film-cookd area per unit flow of coolant, it may be desirable
in many practical applicritions to limit the coolant flow
introduced at any one axial position and to introduce it at
several positions over the area to be cooled in order to

achieve the desired cooling with as little coolant flow us
possibIe.

In general, bccausc an intmnaI-filn~ coolaut cannot IN
recirculated and must be carried M additional weight in
flight, tim application of film cooling in ffight-prcqmlsion
engines appears limited eithw to conditions where propulsive
energy is derived from the film coolant in addition to its
cooling function or to conditions of high beat rcdeaso where
more c~entional cooling methods arc inadequate. ‘rho
use of fiIm coding in some rocket engines is an example of the
applimtion in which both of those conditions apply.

SUNINIARYOF RESULTS
HEAT-TRAN’SFEREXPERIMENTS

An investigation of film cooling wus conducted in 2- and
4-inch-diameter straight tub with air flows at temperatures
from 600° to 2000~ F and diameter ReynohIs n umlwrs from
2.2 to 14X105. Tl~e film. coolant, water, was uniformly
injectad.around the circumference at a single mid position
on the tube at flow rates from 0.02 ta 0.24 pound per second
per foot of tube circumference (0.8 tu 12 percent of the air
flow). Liquid*oolcd lengths were determined by means of
wall-temperature measurements. The results of the expe.ri-
mcnts are summariz@ as follows:

1. Liquid-coolant films were established tind main ta inod
around and along the tulJu wtilI in cocurrrmt flow with tho
hot gas.

2. The Lube wall was kept below thc boiling tempmt urc
of the coolant over the surfaces covered by liquid coolan L;
downstream of the point. at which the liquid film cwascd
because of vaporization, little additional cooling of the tubo
was obtained.

3. The relation between liquid-coo~cd ltingth tind coohmt
flow for given gas-stream conditions was nonlinear; tllo
Mectivegess of a given, fiow rate of coolant introduced at
a singIe axial position on the tube decreased with ipcrcased
coolant flow.

4. The film-coo~ing data were generalized by means of a
heat-transfer relation and data ohtaincd over a rtmge 0[
coolant flows; this gemmdizat.ion of data facilitates tho
estimation of the flow rate of hmrt coolanL required to
maintain liquid-film cooling over a given area of L@c surfwo
when the gas-stream conditions arc known.

VISUAL FLOW EXPERIMENTS

VisuaI observations and flow analyses were rnadc of am~ular
liquid films in cocurrent flow with air in 2- and 4-incl~-
diamctm horbiontal t.ransparcnt tubes. The investigations
were conducted with wir temperatures of 80° and 800° F and
Reynolds numbe~ from 4.1 to 29X10’. Liquid flows of
water, wat.er-deLergenL solutions, and tiqucoua et hyh?no
glycol solutions were investigated at flows in tho stime mngo
as the heat-transfer experiments. The results are summa-
rized as follows:

1. For the range of conditions investigated, the velocity
of the liquid-film surface varied from appraximatcly 10 to
35 feet per second with corresponding liquid-film thicknesses
of 0.005 to 0.0005 inch.
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2. The liquid flow was relatively smooth until the liqpid-
flow rate was sufficiently high so that the Iiquid ammlus
was thick enough to enter the region where t urbuIent forces
predominate over viscous forces; wavelike disturbances then
deveIoped on the liquid film. Approximate liquid-flow rate
for this transition could be predicted.

3. The Iiquicl flow per circumferential length at which
liquid-flow disturbance= initially occurred increased with
increased liquid viscosity, increased slightly with decreased
liquid surface temion, an~ did not vary appreciably with
changes in air-mass velocity.

-L Liquid-flow disturbances had different appearances
with dMerent. air-mass velocities, Iiquid viscosities, and
liquid surface terwions; in generaI, the size and the number
of disturbance= varied.

% Visual observations at several air tempemt ures between
ambient and 800° F indkated no boiling or appreciable
disturbance on the liquid film due to vaporization of the
liquid.

CO~CLUSIONS

The foIlowing conchsions are made from experiments in
which tubes containing flowing hot air viere cooIed by water
films on the inner surfacw and from visuaI observations and
tmal@ of the liquid flow in such fihns:

1. ~ liquid-cool~~ film can be eatabIished and maintained
on the inner surfaces of a tube through which high-velocity
hot gases are flowing by introducing the Iiquid cdant onto
the inner w-fare about the tube circumference; the gases
sweep the coolant downstream, resulting in an
flow of liquid coolant.

The following Swymbolsare used in this report:

cro=ectionaI area of liIm-cookd tube, sq
proportionality constant

annular

2. Tube-wall temperatur~ are maintained at or near the
boiling temperature of the water over the surfaces covered by
liquid; littIe additional cooling of the tube is obtained down-
stream of the point at which the liquid film ceases because of
vaporization.

3. The liquid-cooIant film is reIatirely smooth unless the
“coolant-flow rate is sufllcientIy high that the liquid
anmdus is thick eno~mh to enter the flow region where
turbulent for& predominate over viscous forces; wavelike
disturbances then develop on the Liquid film. These dis-
turbances redt in increased loss of coolant from the Iilm
and reduce tiectiveness of the coolant.

4. Prediction can be made of the approximate highest
coolant flow which can be introduced at a single axial
position in a tube to. form a liquid Hm without the @ec-
tivenega of the cocdant being reduced by the formation of ._
disturbances.

5. In order to & COOIa given surface area with as little
coolant flow as possible, it may be necessary to limit the
flow of coohmt introduced at any singIe position and to
introduce it at several positions.

6. The rate of flow of inert coolant required to maintain
liquid-tiIm cooling over a given area of tube surface can be
estimated with the aid of a generalized plot of film-cooling
data when the gas-stream conditions are known.

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION hBORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITFEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

I CLEVELAXD, OHIO, Jfay 27, 1962.

APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS

ft

average specific heat at consttint pressure,
Btu/(Lb) (“F)

inside diameter of tube, ft
volumetric diffusion coefficientt or difhsivit y,

sq ft/sec
mass velocity, lb/(see) (sq ft)
accekration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/see?
heat of vapmzation of coolant at T,, Btu/lb
clwmge in enthaIpy of liquid cookmt from entering

condition through vaporization, Btu/lb
heat-transfer coeflkient, Btu/(sec)(sq ft) (“F)
thermal conductivity, Btu/(see) (sq ft) (°F/ft)
liquid-cooled length, ft
static pressure, Ib/sq ft- abs
gas-stream bulk temperature
;tamation temperature of gas stream entering fihn-

~ooled tube, ‘F
stagnation t emperat me

vapor mixture, ‘F
of equilibrium gas-coolant

arithmetic mean stagna.tiou temperature of the gas

“G+k, OFstream,
2

temperature of coolant before injection, “F
temperature of liquid-coolant surface (assumed at

saturation temperature), ‘F
velocity parallel to axis of tube, ft/sec
bulk or average veIocity at moss section of tube, -

ft/sec
flow rate, lb/see
flow rate per unit length, lb/(see) (ft) .-
axial distance from liquid injector, ft
distance from tube WSII, ft
ticosity, Ibi(mc) (ft)
absolute viscosity of fluid at wall, lb-scc/sq ft ““‘-”
mass density, lb-sees/ftJ
buIk or average mass density at cross section of

tube, lb-akc*/ftt
mass density of fluid at.wall, lb*ec2/f t*
shear stress in fluid at wall, Ib/sq ft
density, lb/cu ft
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Subscripts: Nu N’usselt number, hD/k

liquid coolant Pr ~ramitl number, C,pik
~r on friction pressure gradient Re ~ Reynolds uumber, DQIP
g gas & EWunidt number based on mass diffusivity of vtipor,
1 liquid
to coolant vapor

Ju,d

---Superscript: ~(,+ ‘velqcity parameter, —; .’ . .. . . . ..
> T*/po

n any exponent

Dimensionless parameters:
.

~+ flow-rate pa.ranmter, –~~– - ,.-

dp

()

UDgI.LO

“f
Zfi

friction factor, – D~~
+ ““

----

1/+

vmll-dist ancc pmimetor,
> To/p*
—vPOfPO

APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF VELOCITY AND THICKNESS. OF LIQUID FILhl AND DERIVATION OF FLOW-RATE PARAMETER

CALCULATION OF VELOCITY AND THICKNESS OF LIQUID FILM

For anmdar liquid flow with cocurrent gas flow in 8
horizontal duct, the velocity or the thickness of the annular
liquid film can he ctilculatcd by use of the dimensimdcss
parameters u+ and V+ and figure 10, which were obtained
from references 17 and 18,

Velocity calculation.-The parameter u+ h defined as

(+

The friction velocity = for a homogeneous fluid flowing
in a duct is given by the equation

(132)

For annular liquid flow with cocurrent gas flow, however,
equation 032) must be modified. This modification is
accomplished by referring the friction velocity G to
the liquid annulus and by, considering the gas flow to be
replaced by a fictitious flow of the same liquid as in the
annulus. Then the restriction is imposed that the pressure
drop pm unit length must be the same for the fictitious
liquid flow as for the gas flow with the. friction factor j for
the actual conditions applying to each case. This restriction
means that the dynamic pressures of
flow and gas flow must be equal or

d-
tib,~= & U&#

Pb,l

the fictitious Iiquid

Substituting for the vrlocity in equation @2) and com-
bining Lhe rcsuh wiLh equation (B1) give the following
relation for the liquid surfac.c velocity:

,— .-

(B3)

Thickness calculation,-The parameter y+ is defined as

. .> L.- J-..-

(B4)

Againj .referrnng the exp~ession fop@ to the liquid annulue
and expressing the fnctlon veloclty ~~ fi te~s of, Lho

gawtrcam velocity give tlw following relation for t.hc liquid-
fihn thickmess:

, {4

2 ml”
..-

● YI=YT : ‘— “-
? P&s ~&x

035)

All tbe variables a,ppcaring in equations 033) and (B5). _
except friction factor are known for any given conditions.
The friction factor for annular liquid flow with cocurrcnt
gas flow is unavailable from cxpvrimmtd data for tJ]e range
of conditions investigated in this report. Extrapolation of
the data .in references 13 and 14 indicates that the friction
factor for the conditions reported krcin is of the order of
two to four times that of single-phaso flow in a smooLh duct
for the sanm gas-stream Reynolds number.

For convenience, a fIow-rat.e parameter defined- “as
w ~ = WJrDgp@ (equation @8)) is used for tb c calctiation.
It is the integral of Lhe cur~e of figure 10 and is plotted as a
function of ~+ in figuro 11.

Calculation procedure,–-The following procedure is used
to determine the velocity and the thickness of the annuIar
liquid film:

W,
1. Determine the value of the flow-rate par~meter —.

TL)g/.L*
2: Us@ this value, employ f~rc 11 to obtain Lhc corre-

sponding value of y?.
3. The corresponding value of u: is then obt.aincd from

figure 10,
4. The velocity or the thickness of the liquid film can

Lheu be determined from equation (B3) or equation (B5),
respectively.

DERIVATION OF FLOW-RATE PARAMETElt

With tic consideration of LIMcontinuity cquatiQn in t.lm
region n cm tho wall where a velociLy gradient is prescnL

,- -,

- ‘1-%- ‘“
Y{

L
/////////////////////////////////
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the flow rate per unit. width u’ through the element C@is
given by the relatio~

dw=gpu dy 136).
Substituting the dimensionkss parameters u+ and y+ from
equations (Bl) and @4), respectively, in equation (B6) and
assuming a constant. density across the liquid film give the
relation

~w’w=’’’ru+d~+
Thus

10 sY+
u+dy+

iii= Q
(Bi) I

The liquid flow per unit width u“ can be approximated for a
circular duct by dividing the total liquid flow J1’1 by the
circumference of the duct-. The flow-rate parameter w+
for the liquid flow is thus obtained from equation (B7] as ,.

—

wt=-&=Juiy+ -
0

—

(B8) :-

The vahe of Jfiu+dy~ can”be evaluated for any desired

vaIue of y+ by g&phimI integration of the curve of &ure 10.
The result of this graphical integration for various values of_
@ isshowm in figure II. --

APPENDIX C

EXAMPLE OF USE OF FIGURE 13(a) TO DETERhlI~E FILN1-COOLA~’l! REQUIREllEPJTS

In the following example, a determination is made of the
coolant fiow required to fllrn cool a 4-inch+liameter tube
with water supplied at 100° F for a distance of 1 foot with
a-w fhming through the tube at. 3 pounds per second and
entiwing at 2000° F snd with the pressure in the tube at
30 pounds per square inch absolute. Properties for air were
obtained from references 15 and 16. and properti~ for mater
and water vapor were obtained from reference 19.

Because the average temperature Tz. cannot be calcu-
lated without knowing the coohm t flow, a bt approximation
of the coolant flow is made from figure 13(a) by ixdculating
the ordinate of that &u-e with the air temperature at the
entrance of the tube Tt,l, which in this case is 2000° F, in
place of T=. and with the physical properties of air at that
temperature. The ordinate Y of figure 13(a) is then calcu-
lated from the following

L=l.o ft
D= 1/3 ft
kf=15.6X104
T~,l– Ts=2000–250=1750° F
A~=C?,,, (T,– T,] +H,= 1.0(250-100)+945=1095 Btu/lb

(Re)~(~)=(3x3&o_, )=3.32X10s
.

~=~kt(Tg 1—TJ (Re)z=
D(AITI

~1.0)(15.6X 107(1750)(3.32X10&4 *
(1/3] (1095)

.

From figure 13(a), WJrD=O.072 pound per second per
foot and WG=0.072XT/3 =0.075 pound per second.

With the w of this coolant flow and the folIowing equa-
tion, TC,2is calculated.

WI [C’z,c(Tz,l— TSJ] = n“c[~, + G’,,. (T,— TJ + Cr,, (Tz.r– TJ] _

Successive approximations are sometimes necessaqy because
specific-heat values are averages for the temperature gra-
dients. For the first approximation, the value for ~,,, is
taken at T~,l and the due for O~,t is taken at an ammge
between Z’_,land T,:

3 [0.283 (2000 –T.J]=O.075 [945+1.0(250– 100) + - ‘

0.52 (2’.4-260)]

TC2= 1830° F

Further determinations vrilI not appreciably
value of T~J in this case because the changes
heats are small. The calculation of T.= is then

affectthe
in specitlc

.
—.

The ordinate of figure 13(a) is then calculated viith this
due for average gas temperature Tc,= and with the physical
properties of air at thistemperature

==(l.O) (15.0 X10-9 (1915 –250}(3.38X10&3 ~
(1/3) (1095)

.

From @ure 13(a), WJrD=O-0t16 pound per seocmd per’
foot and WG=0.066 X~/3=0.069 pound per ~“nd. Fur-
ther calculations do not improve the determination appreci-
ably; therefore a coohmt flow of 0.069 pound per second is
the requirement.

.-

.
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TARI,E I—PROPERTIES OF LIQUIDS FOR FLOW” EXPE’RI-
%1ENTS *

Liquid

it______
-tt detergent_______

: w eIOr._.-_____-—_—_

1Waterand MB@ercmt detergent..—__—_
Waterend Osrciw detergen

: water end o.o~t
L Water nod 01r3Spwcentdete&nL___

Water and 0.14@wmt detergent___

+
Waoitrend r&percent ethylene glyad____
~aeend K4-pemmtethyfene gIycol._.._
Water and 93-pmcentethylene @@L__--~

apimi
(dyn@cm)
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TABLE II—LOCATION OF THERSIOCOLTPLES OX 4-IXCH-
DIA}IETER FILM-COOLED TUBES
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TABLE IV—EFFECT OF AIR-JIAss VELOCITY, TUBE
MATERIAL, AND TUBE DIAMETER ON LIQUID-FLOW
TRANSITION REGION
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T.4BLE Y—EFFECT OF LIQUID SURFACE TENSION ON —.
LIQLUD-FLOR- TRANSITION REGION
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